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The expanding capabilities and growing number of smartphones are producing a new computing ecosystem integrating phones, users, and the Internet. The power of smartphones is truly transformative—users
now rely on their phones to locate their friends, identify the song playing at a restaurant, stream video and
music, provide instant access to information, and help document their lives, all in addition to placing phone
calls and sending text messages. However, with this new computing paradigm come new challenges: utilizing multiple radio technologies and integrated sensors, harnessing powerful processors to support demanding applications, and efficiently moving data to devices. Yet, despite the challenges and transformative
nature of smartphones, no public research testbed exists enabling large-scale realistic smartphone experimentation.
We propose to develop P HONE L AB, a new scientific instrument enabling smartphone research in a realistic
environment at a scale not previously possible. Targeting 1,000 programmable Android devices supported
by backend servers and distributed to SUNY Buffalo students, P HONE L AB will provide the power, scale,
realism and density required to enable the next-generation of mobile computing research.
I NTELLECTUAL M ERIT: P HONE L AB will harness the potential of smartphones by allowing researchers to experiment with mobile operating system design, wireless networking, distributed algorithms, and smartphone applications. P HONE L AB provides power, allowing the modification of smartphone operating systems as well as applications, while simplifying instrumentation and data collection to facilitate efficient
experimentation. P HONE L AB provides scale, allowing researchers access to an order-of-magnitude more
participants than typically used by smartphone studies. By minimizing experimental disturbance, P HONE L AB provides realism, ensuring that participants use their smartphones as they would normally. And, by
facilitating access to a colocated group of participants, P HONE L AB provides the density to enable peer-topeer applications or infrastructure-driven experimentation. P HONE L AB will accelerate research on smartphone applications, networking, infrastructure, and system software, providing a standardized environment where experiments can be validated and compared.
B ROADER I MPACT: P HONE L AB will be a publicly-available open-access testbed. Considering the research
impact of other similar instruments—EmuLab on distributed systems, PlanetLab on wide-area networking, and MoteLab on sensor networking—we anticipate that P HONE L AB will accelerate smartphone research.
Given the sensing and inference capabilities of the smartphones, we expect P HONE L AB to engage computer scientists from a broad range of sub-disciplines. Wireless networking, distributed systems, operating
systems, mobile sensing, social networking, crowdsourcing, and many other sub-disciplines will find uses
for the testbed. P HONE L AB is designed to enable their research.
P HONE L AB will also play a vital role in teaching and learning. At the secondary level, we will encourage and support middle- and high-schoolers to use P HONE L AB for science projects. At the college level,
P HONE L AB will enable a host of new testbed-based assignments in computer science and engineering
courses. P HONE L AB will help excite the next generation of computer scientists and developers by exposing them to the potential of smartphones. U.S. leadership in mobile computing depends on our ability to
teach these skills, and P HONE L AB provides a useful tool to this end.
PARTNERSHIPS : We are actively collaborating with both Google—who develops the Android platform—
and Sprint, a major nationwide wireless carrier. Google provided seed funding for an initial small-scale
P HONE L AB testbed currently under development. Sprint has entered into a unique partnership with SUNY
Buffalo allowing us to offer attractive incentives to participants while reducing the cost to the NSF. With
our deal, Sprint assumes 55% of the total cost of the incentives required to maintain P HONE L AB at 1,000
participants; each participant will receive a free Android smartphone as well as the monthly discount of
42% in addition to the typical 10% student discount available to SUNY Buffalo students. The total cost
saving for each participant over 4 years will be over $2,000.

1 — O VERVIEW
We propose to build P HONE L AB: a programmable participatory smartphone testbed enabling realistic
smartphone research at a scale and power not currently possible. P HONE L AB will eventually consist of
over 1,000 smartphones distributed to SUNY Buffalo students (participants)1 . Experimenters (users) will
have the ability to install interactive and background applications as well as modify the Android platform
itself, harnessing the realistic activity of a large number of participants for their experiments.
As the smartphone spreads, the need for a smartphone testbed grows. Smartphones are not mere phones:
we expect them to locate friends; identify the song playing at a restaurant; provide instant access to music,
video, and other information; and help us document our lives. Smartphones are next-generation computing
devices, and while smartphone penetration in the US grows rapidly, in the developing world smartphones
are already the primary way of accessing the Internet for millions. The academic community is responding,
with computer scientists drawn from a broad range of sub-disciplines studying the effects of smartphones
and teaching students to harness their power.
Unfortunately, smartphone research and education is currently hindered by limited experimental methodologies. Today’s smartphone studies typically use either the single study model—which recruits a small
number of participants for each experiment—or the marketplace model—which utilizes established application distribution channels. Unfortunately, both these approaches have critical limitations. The single study
model limits the achievable scale and forces researchers to attract new participants for each experiment;
on the other hand, the marketplace model limits the components of the smartphone the experimenter can
access, rendering important research impossible.
By consolidating the process of recruiting and managing a large number of participants, P HONE L AB addresses the weaknesses of both the single study and marketplace models. P HONE L AB provides the scale
and realism required for systems evaluation; its participants are colocated, facilitating experimentation that
leverages density; and it provides full access to each phone, supporting both application and Android platform experimentation. The combination of scale, realism, density and power makes P HONE L AB the platform
where large-scale, realistic smartphone systems research becomes possible for the first time.
Support for P HONE L AB has emerged from within academia and industry. A total of 42 researchers have
expressed support for P HONE L AB. Google, who develops the Android smartphone platform we have
selected for P HONE L AB, funded a pilot version of the testbed and has committed to continued collaboration
with our SUNY Buffalo team. Sprint, a major wireless carrier, has customized corporate and individual
plans for P HONE L AB, contributing up to $384,300 per year in savings toward testbed operation. Given the
unprecedented levels of academic and industrial support, the time to build P HONE L AB is now.
Our proposed tasks include, (1) acquiring necessary hardware including servers as well as smartphones,
each with a voice and data plan, (2) developing, operating, and managing P HONE L AB control software
and infrastructure that provides a Web interface to users and participants, allows reprogramming of the
smartphones at both the kernel and application layers, and collects experiment data, (3) incentivizing and
recruiting participants that will use the phones as their primary phone, (4) organizing continuous community activities to promote the use of the testbed as well as to increase satisfaction of the testbed users and
participants, and (5) performing outreach such as open-sourcing P HONE L AB software and reaching out to
minorities as well as educators at all levels—graduate, undergraduate, and K–12.

1.1 — Structure of This Proposal
The rest of this proposal is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe how P HONE L AB enables research by describing recent research projects that could have used P HONE L AB and summarizing broader
community support. Section 3 describes how P HONE L AB will be utilized by educators. Section 4 outlines
how we plan to meet our service, satisfaction and outreach commitments, and we discuss broader impacts
in Section 5. In Section 6 we describe the design of P HONE L AB in detail, discussing different scenarios,
participant incentives and protection, and a technical overview. We conclude the proposal by presenting
our qualifications and a testbed management plan in Section 7.
1 To

avoid confusion, throughout this proposal we refer to the SUNY Buffalo students operating the P HONE L AB phones as participants, and to the researchers submitting smartphone experiments as users.
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Figure 1 — P HONE L AB compared to the marketplace and single study approaches. P HONE L AB combines the scale
and realism of the marketplace model with the density and power of the single study model.

2 — E NABLING R ESEARCH
Today, smartphone researchers have two main avenues for doing realistic studies: either assemble participants themselves for each experiment, or release their code on an application marketplace. We refer to the
first approach as the single study model and the second as the marketplace model. To compare P HONE L AB
to the single study and marketplace models we use seven metrics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Scale: How many participants can a user access?
Realism: How realistic is the behavior of the participants?
Density: What is the expected geographic distribution of the participants?
Power: How much access does the user have to participants’ smartphones?
Repeatability: Can a user reproduce another user’s findings under similar conditions?
Continuity: Can a user perform a second study on a similar set of participants as their first study?
Synergy: Can users use and build on results collected by other experiments?

Figure 1 shows that both the single study study and marketplace approach have drawbacks that P HONE L AB addresses. Single study experimentation fails to provide scale and realism. It requires researchers
organize a new group of participants for each experiment, a time-consuming process that limits scale. In
addition, the one-off nature of singly study experimentation effect realism: participants are unlikely to be
willing to make significant changes to their own phone, or use a temporary phone as their primary device.
At the same time, the marketplace models cannot provide density and experimental power. Marketplace
participants will be geographically dispersed, reducing the likelihood that any two experimental devices
will directly interact. And the marketplace fails to deliver power by only permitting application-level experimentation and not allowing root access or modifications to system libraries or other platform components.
Many systems and networking experiments depend on these features.
In contrast, while P HONE L AB cannot achieve the scale of the marketplace, it provides access to many more
participants than any single study could recruit. Participants use their phones as their primary device, providing realism, and are all students at a single institution, providing density. Finally, P HONE L AB provides
experimenters the power to modify the Android platform. P HONE L AB also delivers cross-experiment benefits lacking in both the single study and marketplace model. P HONE L AB participants are available to
any researcher, providing repeatability and allowing competing approaches to be compared. P HONE L AB
participants will typically spend over three years as part of the testbed, providing continuity. Finally,
P HONE L AB achieves synergy through the exchange of experimental results. Data sharing not only allows
accelerates research, it also protects P HONE L AB participants by limiting data collection.

2.1 — Recent Research Projects Well-Suited for P HONE L AB
To demonstrate community need for P HONE L AB we describe six recent research projects that could have
extended their results by using P HONE L AB. In addition, many of the authors of the following studies have
written letters of collaboration to support P HONE L AB which we include quotes from here.
2.1.1 — TaintDroid: TaintDroid is a taint-tracking system for the Android platform that tracks how thirdparty applications collect and use sensitive user information [22]. Implementing TaintDroid required significant changes to the Dalvik Java virtual machine used by Android. TaintDroid could have leveraged
P HONE L AB’s scale and realism to examine a large number of applications under realistic settings, running
in the background with no required participant interaction. According to Landon Cox, one of the TaintDroid authors, “Integrating TaintDroid with P HONE L AB would give us the opportunity to monitor the
behavior of all third-party applications downloaded, installed, and used by real users.”
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2.1.2 — NetPiculet: NetPiculet is a phone network
monitoring tool [37] that unmasks network-address
translation (NAT) and firewall policies used by cellular carriers. The NetPiculet study demonstrated
that these policies have significant impacts on the
power consumption and connectivity of smartphone
devices. It used a combination of both the marketplace approach—to achieve large scale and worldwide
distribution—and the single study approach to add additional power. While 393 participants obtained a the
NetPiculet tool on the Android Market, without root
access this limited version could not perform many
experiments. On P HONE L AB, NetPiculet would both
have access to significant scale—more even than was
achieved via the Android Market—but also be granted
permission to run tools normally limited to the root
user. Morley Mao, who is one of the NetPiculet authors,
and familiar with both the marketplace and single
study models says that “Having a large-scale testbed
will complement all of these methods and lower the
cost and overhead for an experiment.”
2.1.3 — Code in the Air: Code in the Air is a
cross-platform approach to simplifying the process
of developing mobile phone crowdsourcing applications [24]. The Code in the Air project imagines that instead of running multiple crowdsourcing applications
users join a platform that multiple developers and researchers can access which handles all of the low-level
details and simplifies crowdsourcing application development. The immediate scale and density provided
by P HONE L AB will be extremely useful to develop and
debug key Code in the Air components. Once Code
in the Air is operational, we can use it to provide an
crowdsourcing application interface to P HONE L AB and
lower the barrier of entry for writing intelligent crowdsourcing applications. Hari Balakrishnan, who is leading the Code in the Air project, agrees that “PhoneLab would be an ideal platform for experimenting with
Code in the Air. By providing quick access to significant scale at high density, it will allow us to develop
and debug key Code in the Air components.”
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2.1.4 — Serval: The current Internet experiences un- Table 1 — List of researchers who have expressed inprecedented multiplicity. Modern network services terest in using P HONE L AB and their area of interest.
are replicated across many geographically distributed A—Applications; N—Networking; I—Infrastructure;
servers and accessed by multi-homed, mobile devices. O—Operating Systems.
Unfortunately, the Internet was designed mainly to support fixed, host-to-host communication. The Serval [30] project identifies that most of the core issues for supporting modern networked services and mobile
clients can be solved by redesigning the network stack that runs on each host, adding a new layer between
the transport layer and the link layer that provides replication and mobility. Serval is designed with mobile
devices such as smartphones in mind and would be ideal for testing on P HONE L AB. Because it requires
changes to both the networking stack and applications it could not be distributed through the marketplace,
but on P HONE L AB the Serval architecture could be evaluated in a realistic, large-scale setting. Jen Rexford,
one of the primary Serval authors, notes that “A large-scale smartphone testbed such as P HONE L AB will
significantly benefit our evaluation, and the features of P HONE L AB are suitable for our purpose.”
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2.1.5 — SleepWell: SleepWell attempts to reduce the power consumption of WiFi devices using power
saving modes, such as smartphones [29]. SleepWell uses access point coordination schedule client sleep
intervals to avoid congestion and reduce the time clients spend on data transmission. Because SleepWell
requires 802.11 driver-level modifications it is not suitable for the marketplace experimental model. The
original SleepWell study used a small number of laptops to evaluate its effectiveness. A P HONE L AB study
would help determine how well SleepWell works on a large number of devices with different access patterns. SleepWell also illustrates another potential mode of P HONE L AB experimentation in which both the
participant’s smartphones and the surrounding infrastructure are part of the experimental setup. According to Romit Roy Choudhury, one of the SleepWell authors, “With a large-scale smartphone testbed (such as
P HONE L AB), we would have had many more vantage points to measure the effectiveness of our system.”
2.1.6 — Wiffler: Many cellular network users suffer from either unavailability of 3G or poor performance
due to congestion. Wiffler augments 3G access with WiFi [8] For delay-tolerant applications such as email,
Wiffler offloads data transfer to WiFi based on WiFi connectivity prediction. For delay-sensitive applications such as VoIP, Wiffler implements fast switching between 3G and WiFi in order to reduce delay and
loss. Evaluating Wiffler requires both realistic mobility and application usage patterns. The original Wiffler
study merges two studies, one that achieves realistic mobility (using vehicles) without realistic application usage and one that achieves realistic application usage without realistic mobility. P HONE L AB provides
both simultaneously, making it an optimal platform for further Wiffler experimentation. V. Arun Venkataramani, one of the Wiffler authors, states that “P HONE L AB could complement our findings and evaluation
by providing another platform with people, instead of vehicles.”

2.2 — New Research Enabled by P HONE L AB
Researchers in the systems and networking community have expressed enthusiastic support for P HONE L AB, and Table 2 lists them and their area of experimentation interest. We anticipate that P HONE L AB will
further research in four areas: (1) smartphone application and interface development; (2) network optimization and protocol development; (3) phone-infrastructure co-development; and (4) operating system
research enabling more powerful and longer-lasting smartphones. Below we briefly describe each area and
describe an example research project in the area that could use P HONE L AB.
2.2.1 — Applications: crowdsourcing, social networking, information propagation, behavioral studies, user interaction, environmental sensing, epidemiology studies.
Example Application Project — Co-PI Demirbas is currently building a crowdsourcing platform that uses
social networks such as Twitter to task and coordinate smartphones. His platform provides a publishsubscribe interface capturing the relations between users and their interest and expertise. The popularity
and round-the-clock use of social networks also enables quick reply rates for smartphone based sensing
and collaboration applications. Demirbas has used his social network based crowdsourcing platform for a
weather monitoring application as well as a location-based querying application [17, 28]. The crowdsourcing system was especially successful at answering nonfactual (subjective) queries for which traditional
search engines have a low success rate. Demirbas and his team are working on using this platform for
queue-length monitoring application to enable users to query the current wait-times at nearby cafes and
shops. A grand challenge application for this platform is to beat IBM’s Watson system in the Jeopardy
competition. These applications will be enabled by the large scale testing P HONE L AB provides.
2.2.2 — Networking: performance, multi-radio issues, delay-tolerance, peer-to-peer.
Example Networking Project — Smartphones normally rely on existing infrastructure to communicate:
voice and 3G base stations along with WiFi access points. However, in a disaster scenario it is possible that
these typical communication channels will be damaged and unavailable at precisely the time when they
are direly needed. Co-PI Qiao has an active research effort studying network survivability, and another colleague Dimitrios Koutsonikolas has a well-established interest in delay-tolerant routing protocols. Together
they have expressed the desire to use P HONE L AB to experiment with new smartphone-to-smartphone
communication protocols that SUNY Buffalo could use on campus in the case of a crippling loss of surrounding communications infrastructure. This kind of experimentation will be both trace-driven, utilizing
existing traces of P HONE L AB participant movement collected, and experimental, eventually deploying a
background application to study the effectiveness of their new mesh networking protocol at enabling participant communications in the case of a disaster.
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2.2.3 — Infrastructure: environmental interaction, task distribution, new wireless technologies.
Example Infrastructure Project — Given the growing power of the cloud and the growing ubiquity of mobile devices, this split-programming paradigm seems poised to be the dominant one for the next decade of
computing. However, one disadvantage of the cloud is that the network latencies can be very high, making
it difficult for interactive applications to offload delay-sensitive computation. Meanwhile, there are frequently many nearby devices with significant storage and computational resources: the routers, laptops,
desktops and servers located in most businesses; personal computing devices in the home; as well as computational devices located in vehicles. Co-PIs Challen and Ko have initiated the CloudLess project, which
aims to provide a programming model, device and infrastructure support enabling smartphones to locate
local resources that may be more available or efficient to use than remote cloud servers. Experimenting with
CloudLess on P HONE L AB will require changes to both smartphones and the surrounding infrastructure.
This harnesses both P HONE L AB’s density—which facilitates interaction with a small number of routers
running experimental software—and its power—required to allow access to the network stack and system
libraries necessary to modify to implement CloudLess.
2.2.4 — Operating Systems: mobile operating system design, distributed systems, performance, energy management, fault-tolerance.
Example Operating Systems Project — Power management is a critical issue on smartphones and other
battery-limited devices. Power management that is not aggressive enough leads to devices that run out of
battery power while still in use, frustrating their users. Power management that is too aggressive leads to
devices that conserve too much energy, reducing performance unnecessarily and frustrating their users. PI
Challen and Mark Hempstead (Drexel University) are designing new hardware architectures that exploit
device heterogeneity to reduce power consumption and improve overall performance [14]. Crucial to this
effort are traces from real phones detailing how users use applications and how these applications consume
power.Based on these traces, Challen and Hempstead will design new power-agile hardware architectures
that intelligently activate and deactivate device components in response to load, helping the device find
the most power-efficient state that satisfies the user’s requirements. P HONE L AB is the ideal environment
for collecting data to develop user- and application-driver power models.

2.3 — Comparison to Similar Testbeds:
Although several recent projects have begun to address the weaknesses of the single study and marketplace
models, none provides the capabilities of P HONE L AB. The Reality Mining Project [21] was a single study
that involved 100 students at MIT over the course of the 2004–2005 academic year. In this study, each
participant was given a Nokia 6600 cellphone with a software that continuously logged certain connectivity
and personal data. Reality Mining collected data that led to many important observations, and it establishes
the feasibility of distributing phones to students, but is not a programmable testbed like P HONE L AB.
Mob4Hire [2] is a company that focuses on crowdsourced mobile application testing services and market
research in the smartphone space. Mob4Hire builds on the marketplace approach facilitating selective
distribution and user experience evaluation of tested applications. While alleviating some repeatability and
continuity limitations, Mob4Hire suffers from many of the same drawbacks of the marketplace approach.
Initiated by the University of Michigan and funded by NSF CRI, MobiLab aims to support mobile computing science. MobiLab aims to provide software libraries and tools—such as PowerTutor [20] for singlephone power-state monitoring and 3GTest [1] for single-phone 3G connectivity monitoring—that facilitate
developing, deploying, and evaluating research applications. Unlike P HONE L AB, MobiLab does not provide a programmable testbed enabling new experimentation or user access to the Android platform. MobiLab supports developers by providing interfaces, tools, and a data repository, whereas P HONE L AB builds
and provides a dense, large-scale programmable testbed. We believe that P HONE L AB and MobiLab are
complementary in vision and mission, as does MobiLab co-PI Morley Mao, a P HONE L AB supporter.
CrowdLab is a software architecture designed to enable volunteer mobile testbeds [15]. It allows researchers to run guest virtual machines on volunteer mobile devices and ensures efficient use of the device resources through a dual-mode networking abstraction and a weakly-consistent, replicated state store
called a site directory. While density, scalability, repeatability, continuity, and synergy concerns have been
out of the scope of the CrowdLab work, P HONE L AB provides these properties.
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3 — E NABLING E DUCATION
P HONE L AB will serve an important educational role for undergraduate and graduate smartphone-based
courses. By allowing small-scale class projects to be tested in a large-scale live laboratory, P HONE L AB will
drive excitement among students in this critical area. This section presents the benefits of P HONE L AB for
educators. We begin in Section 3.1 by describing how P HONE L AB’s capabilities can be used in a classroom
setting. Section 3.2 continues by outlining potential educational uses of the testbed by instructors at SUNY
Buffalo, local K–12 school teachers, and educators at other universities. In Section 3.3, we present describe
a graduate research course currently being taught by the co-PIs using a small P HONE L AB prototype.

3.1 — P HONE L AB for Educators
Utilizing smartphones for teaching computer science concepts opens up new opportunities for educators.
Today’s smartphones are mobile and highly-interactive, equipped with touch screens, GPS positioning, accelerometers, gyroscopes, digital compasses, and more. These new components are driving new interaction
modalities beyond those enabled by traditional stationary computing devices. This interaction drives student excitement, as new computer scientists are able to more easily see and utilize the connections between
computing and the world around them.
In addition, as small mobile computing devices permeate our world, it is more critical than ever to teach
students how to program and reason about these new devices. Mobility requires devices identify and respond to context, and sensors allow them to do so. But we must teach our students how to utilize and
analyze inputs from sensors, control and actuate devices, and respond to the challenges of mobility. Smartphones are the ideal platform for teaching and learning these skills.
Our expected education usage model for P HONE L AB-enabled courses is as follows. Instructors will be required to provision their own courses with environments suitable for local testing, either by purchasing
hardware or by using the Android emulator. The emulator runs in a user-level virtual machine and provides a phone screen interface to the developer, who uses the mouse and keyboard to interact with the
smartphone. While access to real hardware is preferable, the emulator provides a cheap and easy way to
get started with Android development.
Once students have developed their projects and tested them locally, either on real phones or in the emulator, P HONE L AB will be available to facilitate large-scale deployment. In this way P HONE L AB provide
students everywhere first-hand experience with real participant testing. people. This is typically impossible with a small local testbed—although many courses utilize real smartphone hardware 2 , we are not
aware of any course that gives an opportunity for students to deploy their prototypes on the phones used
by others. Needless to say, this will be a rewarding experience for students while giving them to chance
improve their projects based on feedback provided by P HONE L AB participants.
For local students at nearby K–12 institutions we will offer a smartphone “check out” feature. We have
recently received 50 Nexus S phones (without plans) from an anonymous P HONE L AB supporter. While
these phones cannot be used for voice or data, they can access WiFi networks and do provide a realistic
hardware environment for application testing. We will make these devices available to local educators for
distribution to students, particularly targeting low-income schools unable to otherwise provide hardware
to students. Educators will request a certain number of available phones for a semester-long class, at which
point the phones will be returned for future use. We also expect to have additional development phones
available yearly as P HONE L AB participants upgrade and return the phones we purchase from Sprint.

3.2 — Potential Courses and Instructors Utilizing P HONE L AB
Local educators have already expressed interest in using P HONE L AB for the courses described below:
3.2.1 — Amy Bisantz (Industrial and Systems Engineering, SUNY Buffalo): Professor Amy Bisantz teaches
various courses on Human Factors, including “Human Computer Interaction”, “Human Factors in Safety”,
and “Introduction to Human Factors”. She has recently started to utilize smartphones and tablets for her
classes and is interested in using P HONE L AB to expand the scope of her students’ projects.
2 Google

Code University lists several courses already doing this: http://code.google.com/edu/courses.html#android.
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3.2.2 — Mike Buckley (Computer Science and Engineering, SUNY Buffalo): Professor Buckley co-directly the
Center for Socially Relevant Computing at SUNY Buffalo. He teaches an annual course that assembles
students into design teams and partners them with existing community groups to tackle a variety of social
issues. P HONE L AB would provide an ideal testing ground for students taking his class, enabling them to
see the effects of scale and density on novel applications.
3.2.3 — PIs : Several of the PIs’ own courses—“Advanced Computer Systems” (taught by Challen, Demirbas, and Ko), CSE “Wireless Sensor Networks and Mobile Computing” (taught by Demirbas), “Distributed
Systems” (taught by Ko), and “Introduction to Operating Systems” (taught by Challen)—are all being designed to utilize P HONE L AB. To demonstrate how similar courses can be organized, we present a currentlyrunning example next.

3.3 — Example Course: Advanced Systems Research at SUNY Buffalo
This semester co-PIs Challen and Ko are teaching a graduate-level course entitled ”CSE622: Advanced
Systems Research”. For fall 2011, our chosen subtopic is ”Smartphone Research and PhoneLab Testbed
Development.” We provide each student with a Samsung Nexus S 4G smartphone, equipped with a discounted voice and data plan provided to us by Sprint and paid for by Google. After only several weeks of
exposure to smartphone research our students developed and began working on the following projects:
3.3.1 — CycloneCloud (Operating Systems): Certain sensors—such as GPS—are ubiquitous on mobile
smartphones, and yet their operation consumes a great deal of power and can limit device performance.
The CycloneCloud project is investigating whether low-power, short-range communication protocols such
as Bluetooth can eliminate redundant sensor data collection through data sharing.
3.3.2 — 802.11n Power Modeling (Networking): While 802.11n has brought unprecedented speeds to the
WiFi world, its impact on battery-constrained devices is less certain. The new standard also includes many
features that are likely to have an impact on device power consumption but, as of yet, the tradeoffs in this
space are not yet clear. To investigate these issues, a group of CSE622 students is building a power model
of the BroadCom 4329 chip deployed on the Samsung Nexus S.
3.3.3 — HoneyNet (Security): Along with their growing power comes a new generation of smartphone security threats, from root kits to security holes to phishing-based attacks. The HoneyNet project is exploring
the idea of using multiple smartphones to create a networked mobile honeypot, similar to the ones used to
trap and deflect attacks on the broader Internet.
3.3.4 — Rooted ROMs (Operating Systems): The Android operating system has brought an unprecedented
level of openness to smartphone platforms. Yet, most phones are still shipped with carrier-installed restrictions on what users can do. Rather than be saddled with underperforming phones or unwanted software, a
significant number of smartphone users take to “rooting” their phones, unlocking them in a way that allows
them more complete control over their device. The Rooted ROMs project is investigating this subculture of
smartphone users and particularly interested in identifying the root causes of the improved performance
that these “modded” system images are said to provide.
3.3.5 — SmartReduce (Infrastructure): MapReduce is the dominant new programming paradigm designed
to allow programmers to easily harness large clusters of machines. As smartphones become a dominant
computing platform, more and more data processed by MapReduce jobs will either originate from or end
up on smartphones. Yet, these devices are still computationally-limited compared with the vast resources
available in the cloud. The SmartReduce team is investigating how to intelligently partition MapReduce
jobs between phones and the cloud.
3.3.6 — Smart Data Transfer (Networking): The proliferation of smartphones equipped with cameras–for
capturing video—and screens—for displaying it—will drive a continued increase in the amount of data
moving back and forth between smartphones and the cloud. Some of this data transfer is latency-sensitive;
but a lot of it may not be, consisting of movies and other content being slowly moved to or from smartphones. Relaxing latency constraints means focusing on energy consumption and bounded data transfer.
The Smart Data Transfer team is trying to design a system that can, given an amount of data to transfer and
a time bound, schedule the transfer in a way that minimizes the amount of energy used on the phone.
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4 — S ERVICE , S ATISFACTION AND O UTREACH
Unlike most similar testbeds—MoteLab, EmuLab, PlanetLab, and the like—which are composed entirely
of computing hardware made available the research community, P HONE L AB has a significant human component: our participants. Thus, a significant challenge in ensuring that we deliver good service to both our
users and our participants. determining how to attract, protect, and engage our human participants. This
section describes out quality of service commitment to our users and participants, ways to measure and
maintain user and participant satisfaction, and our outreach efforts to the relevant scientific communities.

4.1 — Quality of Service Commitment
We will make P HONE L AB available and open to users and safe and transparent to participants.
4.1.1 — Availability: P HONE L AB will be available for experimentation for the duration of the grant and
beyond. Section 6.7.7 details the technical steps we are taking to ensure that the testbed services are continuously available for users. For the participant-side failures—broken or lost phones—we will be retain
some spare or older-model phones for replacement purposes. In case of phone loss, we will work with
Sprint recover missing devices. We will also require all P HONE L AB participants to file a police report when
phones are reported as lost. In cases where the phone is either reported lost or stolen and we cannot recover
the device, the participant will be asked to leave the testbed.
4.1.2 — Openness: P HONE L AB will be made available to all users proposing safe and scientifically-sound
experiments. Minorities and underrepresented groups will be especially encouraged to use the testbed
through workshops and seminars organized targeting these groups. We will document the process of
P HONE L AB experimentation very clearly and publish it on our web site, which will lead the potential
users through the whole process step by step. We will also work with experimenters to craft compelling
descriptions of their experiments that appeal to participants. If we feel that an important experiment is not
being picked up by P HONE L AB participants, we will work with experiments to determine how to further
incentivize that experiment.
4.1.3 — Safety: P HONE L AB will ensure all participants private and sensitive data are protected. We will
restrict the data which can be collected by experiments and limit the usage of the collected data only that
that required for effective experimentation. We will allow participants control over their data during and
after their participation in P HONE L AB. Participants can leave an experiment or P HONE L AB at any time.
4.1.4 — Transparency: P HONE L AB data collection will be transparent to users and participants. We will
help our participants understand what information is being collected by experiments and why. Regular
open meetings will be held to discuss the operation of P HONE L AB, answer participant questions, address
feedback and present results from previous experimentation.

4.2 — User and Participant Satisfaction
Our goal is to satisfy our commitments to users and participants and we will employ multiple methods
to ensure we are doing so. We will conduct user surveys every six months to measure satisfaction, while
internally monitoring P HONE L AB health metrics such as experiment waiting time, failure and success rates,
adoption rates by participants and system downtime. We will also survey participants every three months
to measure their satisfaction, and collect feedback. If a participant chooses to leave P HONE L AB, we will
schedule an exit interview with that participant and the P HONE L AB administrator to examine their reasons
for not continuing to participate. We will maintain statistics on participant turnover and preferences.

4.3 — Outreach
We will spread the word about P HONE L AB at major CS systems and networking conferences, including
SOSP, OSDI, MobiCom, SIGCOMM, MobiSys, and SenSys as well as well-circulated magazines such as
SIGOPS OSR and SIGCOMM CCR. The P HONE L AB web page will be used to disseminate preliminary results, white papers, technical reports, user and participant manuals, other documentation about the project,
as well as the source code for P HONE L AB software.
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5 — B ROADER I MPACT
We have already described how P HONE L AB will enable a wide range of new computer science and engineering research and education activities. In addition, P HONE L AB will also enable other broader impacts
through K–12 outreach, recruitment of minority groups, enhancing scientific and technological understanding via international academic workshops, and distributing tools and software to the community.

5.1 — Impact on K–12 Education
Beginning the process of educating and exciting students about technology when they reach college is too
late. Reaching students in K–12 and building excitement about mobile computing and computer science
broadly at that level would serve as a major driver of innovation. To this end, we have a series of activities
aimed to the middle and high school students at several Buffalo public schools, which we describe below.
5.1.1 — Science Projects with K–12 Students: Co-PIs Kosar and Demirbas serve on the board of the Buffalo Academy of Science, a technology charter school enrolling 98% of its students from low-income backgrounds. They have long experience of mentoring middle and high school students in science projects
related to their ongoing research activities. Several of these science projects resulted in national awards
at middle and high school science competitions. As part of P HONE L AB, the PIs are planning to mentor
middle and high school students in science projects related to smartphone programming and testing, and
will also encourage graduate student involvement in this process. The projects will be designed to leverage
the P HONE L AB infrastructure and the applications it supports.
5.1.2 — Integration with High-School Curriculum: High school teachers Mr. McKee and Mr. Pawloski at
Oracle Charter School in Buffalo are running a program using Android phones to introduce high schoolers
to the basics of smartphone programming. The PIs have been in contact with them, and they are interested
in using P HONE L AB for enhancing their high school programming curriculum.
5.1.3 — K–12 Seminars and Camps: The PIs are planning to give seminars on smartphone usage, programming, and experimentation at high schools, beginning with the two mentioned above. Taught at a
middle- to high-school level, these seminars will motivate students to early participation in science while
attracting them to college and the study of computing. The PIs have also participated in the organization
of successful summer camps for high school students and teachers over the last several years. We will organize at least one similar camp on smartphone programming during the duration of the project. In a 3–5
day program, students and teachers will be introduced to the basics of smartphone programming through
hands-on experience. They return to their schools understanding how to further integrate utilize mobile
computing technology into their school’s curriculum.

5.2 — Broaden Participation of Underrepresented Groups
The planned K-12 activities in the previous subsection will engage Buffalo public schools with a high percentage of low income and minority students. Additionally, PIs will encourage engagement of female and
minority students, at both undergraduate and graduate levels, in P HONE L AB research and development
through the very active “independent research” in our department. We will also ensure that P HONE L AB
participants are representative of the SUNY Buffalo community.

5.3 — Enhancing Scientific and Technological Understanding
The PIs have organized previous international workshops on cloud, mobile, and distributed computing,
including DADC’08–12, DataCloud’11 and DataCloud-2, and EaglSysNet’11. As part of the P HONE L AB
project, the PIs will organize a workshop on “Smartphone Programming, Testbeds, and Challenges”, assembling area experts to present their work and brainstorm future research challenges.

5.4 — Benefits to Society
All P HONE L AB software developed as part of this project will be made available online as open source software released under a BSD-like license. We will also strive to support those who wish to use our software
to manage their own testbeds, by developing online documentation and release notes about application
changes and helping adopters through software upgrades.
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6 — P HONE L AB D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION
This section describes the design of P HONE L AB in detail. We motivate our choice of Android (Section 6.1)
and present our user and participant expectations (Section 6.2) before walking through P HONE L AB user
and participant scenarios (Sections 6.3 and 6.4). We continue by describing our discount agreement with
Sprint (Section 6.5), participant protection (Section 6.6), and technical details of how we distribute experiments and collect data (Section 6.7).

6.1 — Android: The Right Platform for Smartphone Research
P HONE L AB utilizes Android for three reasons. First, it has the biggest market share among all smartphone
platforms, accounting for 43% of 2011 Q2 smartphone sales [39]. Second, the platform is open. In addition
to application development, Android users can modify the Linux operating system kernel, system tools
and libraries and the Dalvik Java virtual machine. No other available smartphone platform provides these
capabilities. Third, Google provides full support for certain devices referred to as Android Dev Phones, the
current being the Nexus S 4G. P HONE L AB will be composed of Android Dev phones.
Targeting Android Dev phones means that P HONE L AB will be a largely homogeneous testbed, although we
expect the official development phone to change over the three years we are purchasing devices. A single homogeneous platform simplifies development and administration but does not facilitate experiments
running on a mixture of different devices. We are interested in increasing the future platform and device
heterogeneity of P HONE L AB but focus our initial effort on building a large single-platform testbed.

6.2 — User and Participant Expectations
A set of expectations for both users and participants drive the design of P HONE L AB. To participants, we are
providing highly-discounted smartphones and usage plans; in return, we expect participants to: (1) interact with experimental applications for approximately two hours per week and allow their smartphone to
be used transparently for background experimentation; (2) not attempt to tamper with necessary P HONE L AB components or the P HONE L AB infrastructure; and (3) notify the P HONE L AB administrator when their
equipment is damaged, lost or stolen.
To users, we are providing access to a large pool of real smartphone users and large amount of previouslycollected smartphone data; in return, we expect users to: (1) identify themselves honestly to the P HONE L AB
administrator during the experimental submission process; (2) test their applications and platform changes
carefully in order to produce stable experiments; (3) not collect more data about P HONE L AB participants
than required by their experiments; (4) return collected data to the P HONE L AB data repository for future
use by other experimenters; and, (5) not independently redistribute P HONE L AB data.
As we continue we describe how we ensure that both users and participants are meeting our expectations.

6.3 — The User Experience: Experimenting on P HONE L AB
P HONE L AB is intended to support three kinds of experimentation: (1) interactive applications that require direct participant interaction; (2) background applications that do not require any user input; and (3)
system experiments that require changes to the operating system kernel, system libraries or Dalvik Java
virtual machine. The first two types require application-level changes and can be distributed as standard
Android Application Package (APK) objects. For each kind of experimentation P HONE L AB supports, we
describe the process of submitting and executing an experiment below. Given the many similarities between interactive and background application experimentation, we describe them together first. The third
category requires distributing new platform binaries and is more difficult to support, and for this reason
we describe it separately in Section 6.3.2.
6.3.1 — Interactive and Background Application Experimentation: P HONE L AB experimentation begins
with local user development and testing (Figure 2.1). This step is important: because participants will use
the phones as their primary device, we must protect them from buggy or poorly-designed experiments. In
addition to local development and testing, users must obtain Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval at
their host institution’s (Figure 2.2). This is one significant way that we protect P HONE L AB participants and
necessary for human subjects experimentation. Requiring the user’s IRB vet experiments also distributes
the process of safeguarding P HONE L AB and avoids concentrating it on our local IRB.
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Once the application is tested and has received IRB approval, the user uploads their application; a description of
what it is, what it does, and why it is interesting; and evidence of local IRB approval through the P HONE L AB user
interface (Figure 2.3IB). In some cases the IRB may decide
that the experiment does not need IRB approval, in which
case documentation to that effect must be submitted. After this step is complete, an automated sanity test is performed (Figure 2.4IB) that simply verifies that the application can actually be run without crashing immediately. If
their application fails this sanity check, the user is notified.
After this point, the P HONE L AB administrator will briefly
review the experiment (Figure 2.5), at minimum checking to
ensure the IRB letter is valid. If the testbed is in high demand, we will exercise our judgment to determine the suitability of the experiment for P HONE L AB. For example, we
may grant higher priority to experiments that demonstrate
a need for scale, density, realism or power. As a last step
before scheduling, for non-interactive background applications we perform automated resource profiling (Figure 2.6B)
tests to determine measure the load generate by the experiment. We are particularly concerned with power-hungry
background experiments, as running too many concurrently
could cause exhaust a phone’s battery.
At this point experiments are ready for scheduling, with the
time they reach P HONE L AB determined by an experimental
scheduling process (Figure 2.7). We expect that scheduling will be largely automated using a first come-first-served
model. However, in case of high-demand, the P HONE L AB administrator will be expected to monitor and adjust
the scheduling process as necessary, balancing experimental throughput against participation levels. Scheduling too
many interactive applications, for example, will reduce experiment participation levels by providing P HONE L AB participants with too many choices.

Interactive Background
Applications Applications
(1)

System

Local Development and Testing

(2)

Local IRB Approval
(3S)

(3IB)

APK Submission

Patch
Submission

(4S)

(4IB)

Build
and Boot

Application Sanity Check
(5)

Experiment Review

(Novelty, Significance, Suitability, Safety)
(6B)

(6S)

Resource
Profiling

TraceDriven Test

(7)

Experiment Scheduling
(8I)

Participant
Selection
(9I)

Application
Delivery
(10I)

Application
Delivery
(9B)

Opt-Out
(10B)

Interaction

(11)

(8S)

(8B)

Execution

Over-the-air
Update
(9S)

Installation
(10S)

Opt-Out

Data Collection
and Participation Monitoring
KEY
User Driven

Automated
After the experiment is scheduled the processes diverge
again for interactive and non-interactive experiments. InAdmin Driven
Participant Driven
teractive experiments are released to participants through
the P HONE L AB participant portal, which allows participants Figure 2 — Flowchart showing the P HONE L AB
to select experiments to participate in (Figure 2.8I). Once development and experimental submission prothey have selected an application, it will be delivered to cess. The key distinguishes between steps that
their phone (Figure 2.9I) at which point the participant can are user-, administrator-, or participant-driven,
launch and interact with it (Figure 2.10I). Given that inter- and the many automated steps.
active experiments are selected by participants, this is an opt-in model. Non-interactive applications use
an opt-out model. In contrast to interactive applications, they are automatically pushed to participant
phones (Figure 2.8B). At any time after that point participants retain the option to opt-out (Figure 2.9B).

While experiments are executing, we expect that users will want to collect data (Figure 2.11). For this
purpose, we will provide data logging service that periodically collects experimental data from each phone
to our P HONE L AB servers (detailed in Section 6.7). In addition, applications and the P HONE L AB platform
will also track participation (Figure 2.11) in order to ensure that participants are meeting their commitment.
This will be done by logging what experimental applications the participant is using and for how long.
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6.3.2 — System Experimentation: System experimentation differs from application experimentation in
several key ways, described below.
For systems experimentation that requires changes to the Android platform we require each users submit
a patch (Figure 2.3S) against the P HONE L AB reference version of the Android platform codebase, which
contains our own tools and changes necessary to operate P HONE L AB3 . System developers will download
and develop against these sources, ensuring that their patches are compatible. During this step we will
ensure that experimental system images do not remove required P HONE L AB functionality. Once we receive
a user’s patch, we will build and boot (Figure 2.4S) the new Android platform image locally. This is the first
safety check and ensures that the experimental image compiles correctly. Systems developers can confirm
that their patches will produce identical images by making sure that they are developing against the current
P HONE L AB reference image and on a compatible environment. We will distribute a P HONE L AB Ubuntu
virtual machine appliance to simplify this process.
After an experiment has been reviewed we must test systems components (Figure 2.6S) rigorously. The
Android platform includes a set of stability and regression tests used by the Android development team
themselves, and we are collaborating with Google to ensure that our system tests are as realistic and thorough as possible. This testing process also ensures that platform updates do not break system interfaces
that applications and other experiments rely on. Testing system components carefully is critical to the success of P HONE L AB as failures in systems components can effect all applications running on the phone and
potentially even render the phone unusable. We guard against this both through pre-deployment testing,
and by enabling participant opt-out, described below.
When a system image has been deemed safe and usable, it is distributed to participants (Figure 2.8S) and
installed (Figure 2.9S) by exploiting much of the standard over-the-air (OTA) update mechanisms used
by vendors to distribute new patches and system code. This mechanism does allow participants to delay
updates, but only for a limited period of time; eventually we will force them to update their phone. Through
our preliminary implementation, we have verified the feasibility of this approach. We have developed a
tool that retrieves a new system image from a remote server and replaces the current image with the new
image on the phone, leveraging much of the OTA implementation already in place. As an additional safety
mechanism, we provide participants with the option of opting out (Figure 2.10S) of an installed system
image update, either on their phone, if the phone is usable, or through the participant portal, if it is not.
If we notice a large number of participants opting out of an image being distributed, we will flag the
image as problematic and halt further updates until the issue is resolved. Ideally, P HONE L AB systems
experimentation can take place without participants or other users noticing at all.

6.4 — The Participant Experience: Being a Part of P HONE L AB
When a participant joins P HONE L AB, we inform them of our expectations: in exchange for a free or discounted phone, they are to devote two hours per week to interactive applications. At some point during
the week, the participant logs on to the P HONE L AB participant portal. She notices that she still has 20
minutes remaining to meet her weekly commitment. Alongside that notice are presented a number of different available experiments allow her to meet her commitment. Browsing short descriptions written by
P HONE L AB users, the participant selects one and heads for the bus.
On the way to her stop, the experiment is delivered to her phone. On board, she clicks on it and examines
experimental description which highlights the data that will be collected about her along with her interaction with this application. Satisfied, she agrees, and a new context-awareness application utilizing the
microphone launches. It asks her to choose the closest label representing what she is doing from a set of
choices, which she does. Periodically throughout the day, the application collects more data.
When she returns home, the participant logs on to her portal again, sees that she has now met her weekly
commitment and briefly examines the data collected by background experiments she has been participating
in. She notices an upcoming P HONE L AB Participant Feedback Event, which she plans on attending. At the
last one she heard a very interesting presentation by researchers which had used P HONE L AB data traces to
analyze the structure of the campus social network and had found that talk very interesting. As she cradles
her phone for the night, it begins offloading data collected by that day’s experiments.
3 We

are already maintaining a reference version at phonelab.cse.buffalo.edu.
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Figure 3 — P HONE L AB plan discounts compared to other discounted Sprint plans. As the table indicates, P HONE L AB
participants will be provided deeply discounted plans to encourage participation after their first year—42% off per
month when compared with the standard SUNY Buffalo rate. Over their four years as part of P HONE L AB participants
will save a total of over $2,000.

6.5 — Attracting Participants Through a Unique Deal with Sprint
P HONE L AB participants are expected to devote a portion of their time to participating in interactive experimentation. In addition, we will be using their background cycles and battery for background data collection
and using them to test out experimental changes to the Android platform. Asking this of our participants
requires that we provide them something in return. We believe that the agreement we have negotiated
represents considerable generosity by Sprint, a good value for the NSF and the research community and
an extremely attractive deal for participants.
Together with Sprint, we have negotiated a multi-year deal offering our participants an over 62% discount
(see Figure 3) on their total cell phone bill during their four years at SUNY Buffalo. The deal is structured so
that Sprint assumes 55% of the total cost of the incentives required to maintain P HONE L AB in year three4 .
The deal is structured as follows. P HONE L AB participants will be recruited the summer before their entrance to SUNY Buffalo as college freshman. They will be offered a free top-of-the-line smartphone and
free voice and unlimited data coverage for one year as P HONE L AB participants. This is our teaser offer, designed to initially attract them to the testbed. In our discussions with Sprint we were informed that many
students enroll in college still covered by their parents plans, and so we designed a strong initial offer to
lure them away and lure them to Sprint. All first-year P HONE L AB participants will be carried on a single
corporate plan paid for by SUNY Buffalo using the funds provided by this grant.
In the second year of P HONE L AB participation participants will be transitioned from the single SUNY
Buffalo funded corporate liable plan into individual liable but discounted voice and unlimited data plans
with rates 42% better than they would otherwise receive. As long as they continue to participate in the
testbed and remain at SUNY Buffalo, participants remain eligible for this special P HONE L AB plan rate.
From the perspective of participants they are receiving $498 in direct subsidies from the NSF, $1,098 in discounts from Sprint and are themselves responsible for the remaining $1,494 of their estimated 4-year phone
bill. The $498 from the NSF is in exchange for at least 60 and up to 240 hours of active P HONE L AB interactive participation, an hourly rate of between $8 and $2 per hour: less than the going rate for psychology
studies on campus even if the participant leaves after one year and much less if they continue for four.
We settled on this plan after considering several alternatives, among which we pick two alternatives and
compare to our deal in Figure 4. The first option we considered was buying the phones outright and
4 Calculated as follows. The NSF will be paying for 350 plans for first-year P HONE L AB participants at a total cost to the NSF of
$174,300. Sprint will be offering discounts worth $30.50 per month to the other 700 students participating in the testbed at a total cost
to Sprint of $213,500.

Figure 4 — The P HONE L AB plan negotiated with Sprint compared to other alternatives for offering incentives to
participants. Buying phones for participants is as expensive as our deal and less attractive to participants who have to
pay full-price for service. Paying for the entire contracts over the life of the testbed is cost-prohibitive.
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distributing free phones to participants as the incentive, leaving them to pay for voice and data. However,
this is an expensive option; it costs more to purchase an Nexus S 4G without a contract ($699.99) than the
amount we have negotiated with Sprint for the phone plus data and voice coverage for one year ($498),
which is the amount each participant would receive from NSF in our budget. A second option was to
provide free phones with plans to all participants, but this was deemed too expensive as it would nearly
triple the cost of operating P HONE L AB. We have considered two other options, but do not detail them here
due to space constraints.
6.5.1 — Scaling and Sustaining P HONE L AB: Our goal is for P HONE L AB to become a 1,000-phone testbed,
and our proposal builds toward that level over three years. In order to give us time to scale the testbed as
well as maintain a balanced participant community, we will recruit 350 new participants from the freshman
class each year (after the initial year of development and testing), who we hope will continue as part of
the testbed until they leave college. This approach evenly balances the participant population between
freshman, sophomores, juniors and seniors; it also limits and balances the number of new P HONE L AB
participants we must recruit each summer.
The growth of P HONE L AB can then
be modeled under assumptions about
our participant retention rate. We refer to the first-to-second year retention
rate as R1 and the second-to-third and
third-to-fourth year retention rates as
R N . (We assume that undergraduates graduate after four years, making the fourth-to-fifth year retention
rate 0.) We consider R1 and R N different because students experience a
larger drop-off in incentives moving Figure 5 — P HONE L AB size. Size of the testbed in Year 3 is displayed as
from the initial year (free plan) to the a function of first-year retention (R1 ) and future-year retention (Rn )
second year (discounted plan). In future years, they are simply continuing on with the same discounted plan they are already used to. Thus,
we expect that in general R1 < R N . Figure 5 shows the size of the testbed in Year 3 under different retention
rates, assuming that 350 new participants are recruited each year.
Note that due to the three-year duration of this grant P HONE L AB will not reach our 1,000-participant goal
at the levels budgeted. In order to sustain P HONE L AB past year three, we will look for additional funding
sources. By that point we expect that the research community will have seen the value of this testbed and
may be willing to contribute directly. In addition, P HONE L AB’s success may allow us to negotiate a better
deal with Sprint or another carrier. After three years, we will also have a much better understanding of the
retention rates and how to attract participants, and can use that knowledge to design new ways to limit the
yearly overhead of operating the testbed at our goal level.

6.6 — Protecting Participants
The most critical design issue for P HONE L AB is protecting our participants. If SUNY Buffalo students lose
trust in the safety of the testbed, they will not want to participate regardless of the incentives we provide.
Thus, we will have several preventive measures to protect our participants, leveraging existing mechanisms
that have shown to be effective or that participants or users are already familiar with. These include:
1. Institutional Review Board: We will require P HONE L AB users have their experiments reviewed for
human subjects safety by their local Institutional Review Board (IRB). If experiments do not have a
local IRB, we will ask the SUNY Buffalo IRB to review their experiment.
2. Android Application Privacy Settings: Android applications must request permissions to use potentially sensitive participant data at install time. While this approach has weaknesses, our experimental
applications will also use it as participants are familiar with it.
3. P HONE L AB Data Repository: In order to limit redundant data collection, we will ask experiments to
use cached P HONE L AB participant data whenever possible. This is a significant benefit of P HONE L AB
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compared with other approaches to smartphone experimentation.
4. P HONE L AB Participant Portal: At any time, P HONE L AB participants can log in to their personal
portal and review the data that is being and has been collected about them. We hope that by providing
this transparency we will arm participants with knowledge necessary to choose what experiments to
complete.
5. Participant Feedback and Engagement: Finally, throughout the testbed’s operation we will be continually seeking and responding to participant feedback. At interval, we will hold open meetings to
present the results of recent experimentation as well as address participant concerns.
Smartphone security is an active research area, and we expect that P HONE L AB will help develop new tools
enhancing smartphone safety which we will then incorporate into P HONE L AB.

6.7 — Technical Components
The technical portions of P HONE L AB are distributed between an interactive web frontend and other components running on backend servers and various P HONE L AB client tools running on the smartphones
themselves. This section provides an overview of these components and how they work together.
6.7.1 — User, Participant and Administrator Interfaces: All data about experiments, participants, and devices attached to P HONE L AB will be stored in a database replicated across the P HONE L AB backend servers.
We are implementing the P HONE L AB web frontend with interfaces for user, participant and administrator
use. Currently, we are using Django as the web development framework and MySQL as the database.
The P HONE L AB administrative interface is internal but important for smooth operation of the testbed. It
allows the P HONE L AB administrator, as well as the PIs and graduate research assistants assigned to the
project to monitor the health of the testbed, view and respond to submitted experiments, and receive and
act on feedback and issues generated by participants.
The participant-facing P HONE L AB interface is the most important and the most critical to the testbed’s
success. Participants will log in to their participant portal to find new experiments to participate in, to
monitor their own participation and ensure that they are meeting the targets they have committed to and
to find out what data has been collected about them by which experiments.
Lastly, the user interface allows researchers to monitor the status of submitted experiments and collect data
once experiments have completed executing.
6.7.2 — Experimental Distribution: Initiating P HONE L AB experiments requires synchronizing the state
of participating phones and potentially installing applications or adjusting the system image. P HONE L AB
builds a clean interface between server and phone state through the use of an experimental manifest. The
manifest is an XML document that provides a complete description of how each P HONE L AB phone should
be configured, including what experimental applications should be installed, whether these applications
should be run in the foreground or background and when they should be executed, and what Android
platform image should be in use.
Client-server communication happens through the manifest. When the server makes a change to a P HONE L AB phone’s state, perhaps initiating a new experiment, it changes that phone’s manifest and notifies the
phone that a change has occurred; we will use a lightweight notification service provided by Google called
C2DM [23]. A P HONE L AB client running on the effected phone then downloads the new manifest and
compares it with a local manifest describing its current state. It next takes the required actions necessary to
implement the new manifest. This might mean downloading and installing new applications, or initiating
an over-the-air system image update. When the client is finished updating the phone, it records the current
state of the phone as its local manifest and waits for further updates.
6.7.3 — Monitoring Participation: As described in Section 6.2, P HONE L AB participants participate in interactive experiments for two hours per week in exchange for free or deeply-discounted voice and data
plans. For this purpose, each phone runs the P HONE L AB participation tracker that monitors participation
and reports it to the backend servers. This tracker also provides an interface to experimental applications
allowing them to log participant participation and a score associated with a particular action.
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6.7.4 — New Application and System Image Installation: Each phone also runs the P HONE L AB installer
that installs new applications (APK objects) and system images provided by experimenters. Installing a
new APK does not present a challenge since we can follow the standard Android application installation
process. However, installing new system images presents a challenge as it involves replacing the kernel,
system libraries, or Dalvik Java virtual machine. In order to overcome this challenge, we have considered
several options; however, we have discovered that we can reuse much of the Google’s OTA (Over-The-Air)
update implementation as the functionalities of OTA closely match with what we need—we have verified
that leveraging much of the OTA is indeed possible through preliminary implementation.
6.7.5 — Data Logging: Data logging is a universal experimental requirement, and P HONE L AB is built
to support it in two ways: through a dedicated data logger collecting standard data on each phone, and
through a generic data logging interface exposed to experimental applications.
The P HONE L AB dedicated data logger is designed to support the common kinds of data that experiments
might want to capture: position information, phone activity traces, records of application activity, etc.
Rather than forcing each experiment to log this data separately, which would be wasteful and error-prone,
P HONE L AB allows experiments to gain access to these commonly-collected data streams through a checkbox interface on the experimental submission web interface. An experiments choice of common data types
to collect is reviewed by the P HONE L AB administrator prior to experimental initiation; assuming that the
data collection is justified, the P HONE L AB data logger is triggered to begin specific data collection streams
once the P HONE L AB client or participant initiates an experiment. At that point, the dedicated data logger
uses the generic data logging interface described next to return data to the P HONE L AB backend.
While we expect that the generic data logger will meet many data collection needs, there are likely to be
experiments that want to collect their own data. These experiments can use a generic data logging interface
provided by a component running on each P HONE L AB phone. Experimental applications can pass binary
objects to the generic data logger which will store them locally and eventually transfer them reliably to the
P HONE L AB backend servers. This bulk data transfer will be done when the phone is being cradled and not
in use to minimize participant disruption.
6.7.6 — External Tool Integration: Beyond data logging, a number of recent research projects have developed useful tools facilitating smartphone studies. These include power-monitoring components such as
PowerTutor [20], network monitoring tools such as NetPiculet [37] and privacy-monitoring systems like
TaintDroid [22]. We are working with the developers of these tools to attempt to integrate them closely into
our P HONE L AB design. Ideally, we would like to allow users to enable them as they submit their experiments by simply checking a checkbox on a web form. As new tools emerge in the smartphone research
community we will work to incorporate them as well.
6.7.7 — Stability and Scaling: Providing high uptime is critical to P HONE L AB’s adoption and success. Here
we describe how we handle both client and server failures as well as how we scale the server infrastructure
as the lab grows.
On the client side, we must continually test the P HONE L AB client to ensure its stability. In addition, Android provides mechanism for application failover that we will leverage, either to restart the P HONE L AB
client when it fails or contact the server if the client stops running and cannot be restarted. At worst, if we
notice that we have lost contact with a P HONE L AB device for a long period of time, the administrator will
have to initiate physical contact with the participant to determine the root cause. It is also possible that the
phone is lost, stolen, or has been disabled or out of cellular coverage areas for a long period of time.
On the server side, we will employ standard distributed systems replication and failover techniques to
ensure high availability. Each phone will be assigned a single primary and several backup servers from
our 20 server pool. When a phone is instructed to update its manifest or is trying to offload experimental
data, it will try the primary first, followed by each of the backups. Thus, periodic failures or downtimes
by individual machines can be tolerated. Large-scale failures of the P HONE L AB servers are tolerable for a
short duration. Although unable to offload data or initiate new experiments, existing experiments already
deployed can continue to run and generate data on the phones themselves. When the availability of the
infrastructure is restored, locally-cached data will be retrieved.
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7 — I NVESTIGATOR Q UALIFICATIONS AND P ROJECT M ANAGEMENT
This section first presents our team’s qualifications and results from prior NSF support. We continue by
presenting our plan to rapidly develop and build out P HONE L AB.

7.1 — Qualifications and Prior Support
Our team consists of members with complementary expertise on sensor networks, mobile computing,
cloud computing and wireless networking. Many of the co-PIs have developed and maintained largescale testbeds and infrastructure in the past and bring these experiences to P HONE L AB. Below, we briefly
highlight each co-PIs previous work relevant to this proposal:
7.1.1 — Geoffrey Challen: developed and maintained MoteLab [38], the first wireless sensor network
testbed consisting of 200 sensor nodes and supporting over 700 users.
Challen has no prior or other pending NSF research grants. (He applied for and received funding to support
travel grants to SenSys’10, NSF Award #1059586.)
7.1.2 — Murat Demirbas: helped develop and deploy the “Line In The Sand” [3] 100-node wireless sensor network for detection, classification, and tracking, which led to the 1,000-node “ExScal” [4] network.
Demirbas’ prior and current NSF projects include:
1. CAREER: An In-Network Collaboration and Coordination Framework for Wireless Sensor Actor
Networks (CNS-0747209, $371K, 02/01/08–01/31/12)—This project led to the development of a transactional programming middleware and a singlehop cooperative communication primitive for wireless
sensor networks [16, 18, 19, 31, 6].
2. CSR: Small: Collaborative Research: Tool Support for Producing High Assurance and Reliable
Software for Wireless Sensor Actor Networks (CNS-0916504, $250K, 09/01/09–08/31/12)—This project
developed tools allowing programs for Wireless Sensor Actor Networks (WSANs) to be written in
high-level models traditionally used to describe distributed systems [5, 32].
7.1.3 — Steve Ko: helped design the HP/Intel/Yahoo! OpenCirrusTM Cloud Computing Testbed [7], a
federated multi-datacenter testbed spanning over 14 institutions in US, Europe, and Asia and including
more than one thousand servers. Steve Ko has a pending NSF CAREER proposal.
7.1.4 — Tevfik Kosar: designed and developed both the Stork distributed data scheduling system [26] currently used by institutions worldwide and the PetaShare [36, 11] distributed storage network that manages
more than 700 Terabytes of storage located across nine university campuses in Louisiana. Kosar’s prior and
current NSF projects include:
1. MRI: Development of PetaShare: A Distributed Data Archival, Analysis and Visualization System
for Data Intensive Collaborative Research (CNS-0619843, $957K, 08/15/06–07/31/2011)—PetaShare is
a distributed data storage and sharing system in active use by 30 different research projects spanning
12 different institutions. PetaShare has also been an important component in several other Louisiana
state-wide cyberinfrastructure projects such as the NSF funded CyberTools and HPCOPS, Louisiana
BoR funded LONI Institute, and DOE funded UCoMS projects [36, 11, 42, 41, 34, 33, 12, 13, 35, 10, 27].
2. CAREER: Data-aware Distributed Computing for Enabling Large-scale Collaborative Science (CNS0846052, $400K, 02/15/2009–01/31/2014—this project aims to develop a new computing paradigm
called data-aware distributed computing with integrated theory, research and educational components [25, 43, 40].
3. STCI: Development of Stork Data Scheduler for Mitigating the Data Bottleneck in Petascale Distributed Computing Systems (OCI-0926701, $495K, 09/01/2009–08/31/2012)—aims to develop and
enhance the Stork data scheduler and make it available for a wide range of user community as a
production quality software [26, 9].
4. EAGER: Stork Data Scheduler for Azure (CCF-1115805, $97K, 04/15/2011–03/31/2013)—continues
development of the Stork data scheduler and enhances it to support the Azure cloud computing
environment.
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Chunming Qiao directs the Lab for Advanced Network Design, Analysis, and Research (LANDER). He
was elevated to IEEE Fellow for his pioneering research on optical burst switching (OBS) networks, and
integrated cellular and ad hoc relaying (iCAR) systems. Qiao’s prior and current NSF projects include:
1. EAGER: Create a Socially-aware Single System Image (S3I) in GENI (CNS-1049775, $129K, 09/01/10–
08/31/12)—this project focuses on the creation of friend/relative-based computing/storage clouds by
enabling seamless resource sharing at based on Kerrighed OS. The fund supports one PhD student,
who has attended every GENI Engineering Conference since 09/10, and made several poster presentations and demos.
2. CPS: Medium: Addressing Design and Human Factors Challenges in Cyber Transportation Systems (CNS-1035733, $707K, 09/15/2010–08/31/2013)—this project’s focus in on the design and evaluation of novel CTS protocols and algorithms to improve traffic safety and traffic operations by taking
human factors (HF) into consideration. The fund supported four part-time RAs and so far we have 1
journal and 6 conference/workshop papers.
3. Collaborative Research: NeTS-NR: Ultra-Broadband Optical Wireless Communication Networks
(CNS-0435155, $250K, 09/01/04–08/31/09)— The project focuses on developing an ultra-broadband
optical wireless network testbed, survivable topology and routing methods to increase the data rate
to 1.25 Gbps for broadband access in the last mile. We have published several journal and conference
papers. The project supported a PhD student. The research activities stimulated the formation of
a new IEEE Technical Subcommittee on Optical/Wireless Integration for Access/Metro Networks
which co-PI Qiao currently chairs.
4. SGER-Explorying Sociological Orbits in Mobile Users’ Mobility Pattern (CNS-0553273, $50K, 10/01/05–
03/31/07)—this project focused on exploring a partially deterministic (and repetitive) ”orbital” pattern exhibited by wireless/mobile users. We have published one journal paper and four conference/workshop papers.

7.2 — Management and Operations Plan
Our goal is to have P HONE L AB up and running with its first group of participants by Fall 2012 and
publicly available one year later. In the first year, we plan to develop the core of the infrastructure and
initiate operations with our first P HONE L AB class of 350 participants. In the second year, after a year of
testing we will double the size of P HONE L AB and open it to public use. In the third year, we will continue
to grow the size of P HONE L AB while continuing development and operations by incorporating feedback
from participants and users. This phased strategy has been used by successful testbeds such as EmuLab
and PlanetLab; this allows us to start the operations early on and gives us an opportunity to adjust our
management strategy as we receive feedback from our participants and users. Table 2 shows detailed tasks
and their timeline.
7.2.1 — Year One: The goal of the first year is to build the core of the infrastructure and start the operations
of the testbed with a small number of participants. After receiving funding, we will focus on the development, initiate the first round of phone acquisitions and distribute P HONE L AB information to members of
the SUNY Buffalo entering Class of 2016; in the second half of the year, we will roll out our lab management
software to the first group of participants.
Project Personnel: After receiving funding we will recruit three graduate research assistants to work on
the project. We have good candidates taking our smartphone development class and already familiar with
P HONE L AB development. We will also hire our full-time administrator in the first year, who will assist
with P HONE L AB development initially before moving into a half-development half-administration role.
Hardware Acquisition: We will acquire 20 servers and 350 phones in the first quarter of the first year,
providing the resource necessary to start developing and testing core P HONE L AB components.
Software Development: P HONE L AB consists of server-side and phone-side components. We expect that
the bulk of the core infrastructure will be developed in the second and third quarters of the first year. On
the server side, we will (1) set up a development environment and (2) automated feedback tracking system; (3) develop the P HONE L AB control server software that interacts with phones to deploy experiments
and monitor participation; and (4) developing a web front-end with basic functionalities such as account
management, experiment submission and status monitoring, and experimental data access.
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Table 2 — P HONE L AB management plan. The timeline details development and operational tasks.

On the phone side, we will perform the following four core tasks: (1) developing a tool that installs or
cleans up applications and system images, (2) developing a tool that monitors the current status of the
phone, (3) developing a background daemon that utilizes the above tools; this daemon will interact with
the P HONE L AB control server in order to initiate installation/clean-up of applications and system images as
well as to report the current status of the phone, (4) building a customized P HONE L AB image that includes
the above tools and the daemon; we will install this image on all P HONE L AB phones before releasing them
to participants.
As these tasks are individually well-defined and fairly isolated, we anticipate that we can distribute these
tasks to our staff and students; they will perform these tasks under the guidance of the senior personnel.
Operations: We will start recruiting participants in the second quarter, distributing information about
P HONE L AB to incoming students. Given that this is our first group of participants and the testbed software
will still be in its early stage, we will recruit technology-savvy participants first and emphasize that we are
running a pilot program.
During the first year we will run our own experiments and stress tests on P HONE L AB as test cases. During
this time, we will evaluate the quality of service ourselves, actively soliciting feedback from participants
and fixing problems as we encounter them. We will continue this process in the last month of the year.
Finally, at the end of the first year, we will have the first P HONE L AB meeting with our participants reporting
our experience and soliciting extra feedback from the participants.
7.2.2 — Year Two: The main goal of the second year is to build a fully-featured, larger-scale testbed and
make it available to the general research community. We will acquire 350 more phones, recruit more participants, and evaluate our feature set. From the beginning of year two, we will open the testbed to beta
users—mainly our personal contacts starting from the supporter list. In the beginning of the second half
of the year, we will open P HONE L AB to the general research community. We will shift our focus from
development to operations at that time.
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Hardware Acquisition: We will acquire 350 additional phones in the first month and finish the configuration of these phones. Our staff and students will mainly perform this task.
Software Development: Our goal is to implement the complete set of planned features by the end of the
first half. As we will open the testbed to beta testers in the first half of the year, we will perform feedbackdriven development in addition to the planned feature implementation.
On the server side, we will implement the following three features: (1) a complete web portal for users
that shows the history of experiments, the current P HONE L AB activities and utilization, and reservation of
phones for future experiments, (2) a complete web portal for participants that shows available interactive
experiments, the history of experiments participated, the current level of participation, and results produced through the P HONE L AB experiments, and (3) a fully-automated testing framework that stress-tests
applications and platform images before deployment.
On the phone side, we will implement the following two features: (1) fully-automated emergency recovery that provides a one-touch recovery functionality to participants when their phones malfunction, and
(2) a P HONE L AB application for participants customized for the phone UI that displays the information
available through the participant portal.
Due to the shift of focus from development to operations in the second year, we expect that the staff member
will mostly direct the development and guide students. The senior personnel will focus more on operations.
Operations: The second year will mark our transition to a fully-operational testbed. In the first half of
the year, we will open P HONE L AB to beta testers, starting from the supporters. As with the first group of
participants, we will put extra care in communicating with beta testers; we will especially make sure that
they understand our privacy protection policies and actively solicit feedback from them. We will reflect
this feedback in our software development. In addition, we will be moving first-year participants into the
discounted Sprint individual plans, and except to have to manage this process carefully to retain as many
participants as possible.
In the beginning of the second half, we will publicly announce the availability of P HONE L AB through
mailing lists and at relevant conferences. From this time, we will focus more on operations; main tasks will
involve user and participant support, maintenance and monitoring of phones and servers, and quarterly
P HONE L AB meetings with participants. Based on the operational experience during this time, we will
document best practices of running experiments on P HONE L AB and make the documents available to users.
7.2.3 — Year Three: The goal of the third year is to develop more features from user feedback as well as
continue our operations with more phones. We anticipate that most of our efforts will focus on operations
and user support. We also anticipate that our development will mostly be incremental and the testbed will
be operational 24/7.
Hardware Acquisition: In the first month of year three, we will acquire 350 more phones and configure
them. This will finish our hardware acquisition and P HONE L AB will operate in its full scale. Our staff will
mainly perform this task.
Software Development: Our development effort in the third year will be feedback-driven. We will continue to work with users and participants to implement features necessary for them. Our staff will largely
oversee this task with some help from students.
Operations: Operations will be the main task for year three as we expect that P HONE L AB will be operational 24/7. This will require significant maintenance and user support, i.e., responding to emails, updating documentation, and replacing failed hardware, with these tasks under the primary supervision of the
P HONE L AB administrator. With 350 additional phones, we will continue recruiting participants.
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